M2 Rubrics

Implementation (80%)
- Completeness of implementation according to plan (70%)
  - All major views exist
  - Innovative view sufficiently different from existing blocks
  - General UI exists
  - Essential/basic labels, legends, titles
  - Warning (not penalty) if views not integrated together yet
  - Warning (not penalty) if major interactions not implemented yet
    - At least 2 UI widgets that allow users to filter the data or update certain views interactively
- Code readability / structure (7%)
- Git commits (3%): commits by feature implementation / bug fixes, but not a giant final commits of everything

Writeup (15%)
- Design Rationale (6%)
  - Penalty for unexplained inappropriate design
  - Penalty for unexplained appropriate design
  - Penalty for vague explanation (did not connect to data and task abstraction)
- Changes since proposal (5%)
- Interface screenshots (2%)
- Link to data source (1%)
- Data preprocessing (1%)

Team Management (5%)
- Status update (3%)
- Contributions breakdown (1%)
- Team process (1%)

Individual self-assessment
- Self assessment missing (-5% for the individual not the team)

Miscellaneous
- Admin overhead: did not tag a version for the TA to grade (-5%)